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In 2006, Mandy made her feature film directorial debut. She also starred in the drama-comedy The
Lovely Bones as Casey Cooke, a teenage girl who is killed in a car accident. In her first big screen
role, she gained experience as a director. Moore felt a little more grounded on set than she had in

front of the camera. It was a real life moment for me to try to direct. She shared director
responsibilities with Peter Gallagher while working on his directorial debut Weightless. The film
grossed $128 million globally. With Anthony Hopkins as her co-star, it was nominated for seven

Academy Awards and won for Best Supporting Actor for Hopkins. While all of the nominated films
were great, The Lovely Bones was not only nominated in the Academy Awards best picture race, but

it also won. It was nominated three more times at the Golden Globes, and again at the BAFTA
Awards. Mandy won two Independent Spirit Awards for the film. She shared the Best Actress

nomination with Hopkins. In the end, the film won the prestigious Satellite award in Turkey for best
foreign film. The film also earned a Golden Globe for Best Motion Picture – Musical or Comedy and a
Screen Actors Guild Best Performance by an Actress in a Motion Picture for Mandy. In 2009, Mandy
starred opposite David Schwimmer in the comedy-drama In Good Deed. It was written and directed

by The 40-Year-Old Virgin screenwriter Stephen Chimelow and the film follows a young woman
named Nikki (Moore) who builds a new life for herself after a devastating relationship. The movie was

included in Rotten Tomatoes' Top 100 Movies of the Decade. On The Huffington Post website, the
film received 23 percent of positive reviews and 85 percent of the users were somewhat or strongly
positive. She received an Imagen Award nomination for her performance. The film also received a
DGA nomination for her direction. In her first real collaboration with director David Schwimmer, it
was selected as a participant in the Sundance Screenwriters Lab. Even though the film was not a

critical or commercial success, it helped the actress hone her directing skills.
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In 2007, Mandy appeared
in ABC's television drama
series Brothers & Sisters.
The series followed the

lives of a group of
doctors at a Chicago-
based hospital in the

1970s. The sixth season
aired in 2010. Mandy
starred as Diana, a

woman who befriends a
handsome young man at
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her gym. A scene from
the show is seen here.
Mandy made her return
to the series in the sixth
season premiere. She co-

starred with Jane
Kaczmarek, Laura Innes,
Mark Feuerstein, Deidre
Hall, Nick Offerman and
Richard Schiff. According
to Moore, she played a

lawyer during that time.
It's funny how things
change! Despite her
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entertainment career,
Mandy pursued a career
in medicine. In 2006, she

interned at New York
Presbyterian Hospital.

And in 2010, she
completed a residency in
child psychiatry at New

York-Presbyterian
Hospital/Weill Cornell

Medical Center. In
November 2010, she

made her medical debut
as a resident at New York-
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Presbyterian
Hospital/Weill Cornell
Medical Center. She

ended up taking the Lake
Success, New York

residency, and worked at
New York-Presbyterian
Hospital between 2013

and 2015. At a 2014
panel, Mandy revealed

that she was considering
a career change to

politics. In 2014, she
endorsed Hillary Clinton
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and met with the
presidential candidate.

President Obama
appointed her to the

President's Committee on
the Arts and the

Humanities in 2014. She
serves on the board of

the National Park Service.
In 2010, Mandy and her
fianc, Taylor Goldsmith,
started planning their

wedding. They first met
in January 2010 at a
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party hosted by the
singer's grandmother.
After more than two
years of dating, the
couple decided to

commit to each other. On
July 22, 2012, the couple

tied the knot. Their
wedding venue was the
East Wing of the White
House. On the night of
their wedding, Mandy

wore a frock designed by
Tom Ford. An image of
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the dress is pictured
here. Three years after

her wedding, in July
2015, the actress-singer

and Taylor Goldsmith
announced that they

were expecting their first
child. While they initially
thought that they would
keep their pregnancy a
secret, the newlyweds

revealed their baby news
to family and friends on

November 24, 2015.
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Named Max Moore-
Goldsmith, the baby
arrived in April 2016.
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